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Abstract. The traditional two-level modeling approaches produce ac-
cidental complexities when modeling multiple abstraction levels. This
problem is addressed by the emerging multi-level modeling paradigm
that allows an arbitrary number of modeling levels. To date, multiple
frameworks and tool implementations have been proposed, but so far
there is no comprehensive comparison of commonalities and differences
of design choices that have been made in those frameworks and tools.

We propose a feature-based comparison framework that covers three core
perspectives on multi-level modeling approaches and tools: language en-
gineering, domain modeling and tool support, and evaluated a selected
set of existing approaches and tools according to them.

The framework highlights research challenges and trends for future re-
search and its results support users to choose a specific approach de-
pending on the application domain. The framework can also be used as
a basis to map and transform between approaches.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, modeling is performed within two classification levels, the model
and the meta-model level. This type of modeling leads to accidental complexi-
ties as pointed out by Atkinson et al.[8]. Multi-level modeling supports elements
and relationships across an arbitrary number of meta-levels. It overcomes the
restriction of two meta-levels and supports complex domains which require a
number of abstraction layers. Multi-level modeling reaches a separation of con-
cerns in terms of linguistic and ontological dimensions by addressing linguistic
and domain elements separately [8,25].

A new research area needs the firm definitions of its concepts and consensus
between members of the research community to be applied in practice. Multi-
level modeling is not the exception. In addition, there is a need for an objective
evaluation criteria to assess the multi-level modeling approaches and tools. In
this sense, a meta-discussion of the open-questions of multi-level modeling has
been initiated recently [5] to achieve the required consensus and alignment of
terminological differences.



This paper follows on from a previous discussion [5] but with a different goal:
to propose a feature based comparison framework to categorize different multi-
level modelling approaches and identify research challenges and new trends. An-
other goal is to to guide end users in choosing which approach is more suitable for
a particular application. For example, a user with the Eclipse Modeling Frame-
work (EMF) experience may choose Melanee [4] or the DPF Workbench [21]
because of their close relationship to EMF.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists and de-
scribes the criteria for the comparison framework. Section 3 assesses multi-level
modeling approaches and tools against the criteria and highlights some results
and implications. Related work is discussed in Section 4. The paper concludes
with discussing limitations open challenges for multi-level modeling in Section 5.

2 Comparison criteria

The goal of the comparison criteria is to make the diversity of design choices
explicit. In order to achieve this we have applied domain analysis to analyze
and model the common and variable design choices or features in the context
of multi-level modeling. This work was inspired by the feature-based classifica-
tion of model transformations by Czarnecki et al.[11]. Differently, the framework
assesses a number of approaches and tools against the criteria by means of the
standard feature-diagram notation [9] to document our evaluation criteria as
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Comparison criteria for multi-level modeling

Comparison criteria represent the different aspects of multi-level modeling.
They are organized from the language engineering, domain modeling and tool
support perspectives which are highlighted by a different background in Figure 1.
Some of the criteria have been initially described in related work [25,5,15]. Each
criterion is classified as mandatory or optional, for example, a multi-level model-
ing approach must have the language engineering, domain modeling and target
audience features, while it is optional to have tool support.



1. Intended target audience. This defines the end-user, i.e., who is going to
use the approach. It is important to choose the user audience to prevent misun-
derstandings between approaches as described in [5].

2. Language engineering. This core criterion defines the language syntax and
grammar of a multi-level modeling approach.

3. Formalization. This is an important feature because it benefits an approach
by avoiding the introduction of imprecision or ambiguity in the process [16]. For
example, an approach can be formalized by relational logic, Diagram Predicate
Framework (DPF) or F-Logic.

4. Domain modeling. This core feature deals with concepts, deep charac-
terization and modeling features. Differently from the meta-modeling in MDE
context, multi-level modeling deals with domain modeling and language engi-
neering separately.

5. Tool support. One of the core and practical features of an approach, which
demonstrates practical applicability. Sub-categories are related to domain mod-
eling features.

6. Evaluation on industry models. This criterion identifies if the approach has
been applied in big industry models. It determines the scalability, performance,
and commercialization of an approach/tool among others in industry.

2.1 Language engineering perspective

This criterion organizes the features related with the linguistic dimension of a
multi-level modeling approach.

2.1. Linguistic meta-model plug-in mechanism. This feature defines the flex-
ibility to extend or to plug in the additional linguistic elements which are not
addressed in the core linguistic meta-model. It may be need when an underly-
ing model has its custom and domain related linguistic elements, such as the
standards in the oil and gas industry [19].

2.2. Language design. It defines whether to define its own language or adapt
a set of existing modeling concepts from model repository/library [5].

2.3. Primary modeling features. It defines the primary linguistic modeling
features that an approach may have. In addition, there are the additional mod-
eling feature, which will be addressed under the domain modeling perspective.

2.4. Linguistic extension. An ability to introduce an element at any onto-
logical level without its ontological type [25]. It is practical to introduce an
unpredictable arbitrary element.

2.3.1. Feature. It is a future of an entity (modeling element) that may be
characterized by the entity’s attribute and/or method. It represents respectively
property and behavior of an entity.

2.3.2. Connection. It is a concept that connects two entities. It represents
any type of domain related connection that relates two domain entities.

2.3.3. Entity. A main building block that represents a concept in a multi-level
modeling approach.



2.3.4. Relationship. A traditional object-oriented modeling relationship to
relate two entities. Differently from the connection it does not represent domain
related connections.

2.2 Domain modeling perspective

This subgroup of the comparison criteria (Figure 1) addresses modeling prin-
ciples of multi-level modeling. The modeling patterns and additional modeling
features (Feature 4.1 and 4.4 in Figure 2) originates from [25]. These features
are realized in the tool support.
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Fig. 2: Comparison criteria for domain modeling

4.1. Modeling patterns. This feature/criterion represents a group of modeling
patterns, which were defined and evaluated in the meta-models from different
model repositories [25], such as the OMG specifications.

4.2. Meta-modeling strictness. There are two types: strict and loose meta-
modeling. The strict meta-modeling requires that only the instance-of rela-
tionship crosses exactly one meta-level boundary. In contrast, the loose meta-
modeling opposes the strict one by meaning that the location of model elements
is not determined by their place in the instance-of hierarchy [3].

4.3. Implementation aspect at meta-model. It defines whether the implemen-
tation details of a multi-level modeling approach are addressed at the meta-
model level of the approach. It facilitates the mapping of linguistic and domain
concepts into the implementation language.

4.4. Additional modeling features. This is an additional criterion to describe
a group of modeling features [25] on top of the primary ones (see Feature 2.3).

4.5. Level property at model element. It represents how to number and name
the ontological levels. The approaches are distinguished between the explicit and
deducted (calculated) features.



4.6. Deep characterization. It defines the instantiation mechanism through
ontological levels. It covers potency and constrain in multi-level models.

4.1.1. Type-object pattern. This criterion defines the explicit modeling of
types and their instances [25]. The types can be added dynamically. It is useful,
when one needs to add a type (e.g. a product type) dynamically, on-demand and
then its instance.

4.1.2. Dynamic features. It indicates a feature that allows to add new features
and their values dynamically to a type and its instances respectively [25]. It
benefits when it is not possible to foresee the features needed by a certain type.

4.1.3. Dynamic auxiliary domain concepts. It is a variant of the dynamic
features pattern, but, instead of features it adds dynamic entities (together with
their instances) related to a type [25]. For example, an entity Color can be added
on-demand to describe the colors of a type Shape.

4.1.4. Relation configurator. It allows dynamic creation of the configuration
of a reference type and its instance based on that configuration [25]. For example,
a shape can be restricted to have exactly one color by dynamically configuring
the association ends of the reference type between an entity Color and a type
Shape.

4.1.5. Element classification This feature defines the element inheritance
from a dynamically created parent type to child types, consequently the element
is populated in the instances of both parent and child types. The hierarchy may
have some types without instances, namely abstract types. It helps to organize
common features that can be reused by children [25].

4.4.1. Multiple types. This criterion characterizes an ability for a clabject to
have multiple ontological types [25]. It can be useful to categorize an element
according to different standards.

4.4.2. Customized meta-modeling facilities. It defines an ability to offer cus-
tomization of meta-modeling features, like restriction to single inheritance or
usage of a domain-specific set of data types [25].

4.4.3. Cloning mechanism. It defines the libraries with a group of prede-
fined elements to be cloned/populated in the model being built [25]. It helps
to organize the model repositories with commonly used model structures and
hierarchies based on application domain.

4.6.1. Potency. It defines an instantiation mechanism by providing a number
of possible instantiations through ontological levels. In each level the potency is
decreased by one and eventually reaches zero at the bottommost level [7].

4.6.2. Constraints. This feature defines a constraint for entities, attributes,
connections and multiplicity constraints among others.

2.3 Tool support perspective

This perspective reviews multi-level modeling against the tool support. The tool
support is an essential perspective to demonstrate the abilities including practi-
cality, performance and scalability of an approach. The tool support criteria are
illustrated in Figure 3. The label of each feature is self-explanatory and is not
explained here further due to space limitations.
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Fig. 3: Comparison criteria of tool support for multi-level modeling

3 Comparison of approaches and tools

We have selected a number of multi-level modeling approaches and tools from the
literature, which will be compared against the selection criteria. The selection
list is not exhaustive, though we attempted to focus on recent and popular tools.
The multi-level modeling tools are organized in chronological order, starting from
1990 (Telos [27]) up to this date (DDM [32]) shown in Table 1.

Design choices. Regarding Feature 2.2 Language Design, some approaches
and tools based on the existing implementation languages build their multi-level
modeling language by adapting the concepts and reasoning features (e.g., DDM
and OMLM), while few approaches define their own language, such as Melanee
and MetaDepth. However, they also leverage on the EMF and Epsilon languages
respectively. For the Feature 4.2 Meta-Modeling Strictness, only a couple of
approaches [2,32] support loose, but the rest follow strict meta-modeling. Only
few approaches prefer to define level number at model elements, while in others
it is indicated through the potency of the model.

Challenges and trends. The Feature 2.1 Linguistic Meta-Model Plug-in
Mechanism is addressed only by OMLM. This feature provides a flexibility of
the linguistic meta-model extension for models with domain specific linguis-
tic elements. The multi-level modeling can attract more attention and users
by applying the approaches in real-life industry models (Feature 6), which is
limited with a couple of approaches [25,19] at the moment. In terms of multi-
level modeling patterns, few tools support the element classification. Addressing
Feature 4.3 Implementation Aspect at Meta-Model Level provides an ability to
explicitly capture the mapping of the multi-level meta-model to an existing pro-
gramming language and multiple advantages such as decoupling the multi-level
framework from the implementation language, comparing of implementations in
different programming languages and automating code generation. Similarly, the
Feature 4.4 Additional Modeling Features need more attention, while we have
limited support for Feature 4.4.2 Customized Meta-Modeling Facilities.

User guidance and support. Users from two-level modeling technical
space can orient their decisions based on the import and export features of
the tools, so that they can import their original two-level models to benefit from
multi-level modeling. Another criterion that defines usability is Feature 5.2 Tool



Notation, the visual (GUI) based tools are more attractive for users than textual
notation based ones. The most of the existing verification languages in multi-
level modeling tools are based on OCL, such as DeepOCL [4] and EVL [24],
which attract users with OCL experience. However, non-OCL based languages
are also interesting for users who are interested in futures, such as reasoning and
querying facilities in Flora-2, which are not addressed in OCL based verification
languages.

Application area of the comparison framework. The tool comparison
can benefit to discover and exchange features between approaches and tools, to
make their benefits (e.g. GUI or reasoning power) available across approaches.
In addition, as we suggest in conclusion, the criteria can be a starting point for
the evaluation criteria for multi-level modeling tool contest.

4 Related work

We have referred to multi-level modeling characteristics and features to build
the comparison criteria. To date, several reviews of multi-level modeling ap-
proaches have analyzed multi-level modeling approaches from different perspec-
tives [30,31,5,33,35]. A comparison presented by Atkinson et. al [5] define the
minimum core criteria for an approach to be called as multi-level and deep mod-
eling: classification relationships, type and instance dual facets and a mechanism
for deep characterisation. Rossini et al. [33] define the criteria based on the ex-
pressiveness and usability of the examined modelling solutions, and compare
two-level and multi-level modeling in a real life example, CloudMF, against the
criteria, such as language size, OCL complexity, precision, flexibility, extensibil-
ity and tooling. Another criteria by Neumayr et al. [31] have been defined based
on the making domain models more simple, concise and flexible. This criteria
was extended by locality, decoupling of relationship semantics and multiple cat-
egorization by the SLICER framework to cover aspects of joint meta-models in
a an interoperability scenario [35]. De Lara et al. [25] presented five multi-level
modeling patterns and additional modeling features, which have been reused in
our domain modeling criteria. These criteria are goal-driven. Similarly, we also
define our criteria towards the research challenges and trends, and user decision
support in multi-level modeling approaches and tools. Differently from these re-
views, we consider the features of multi-level modeling design choices mainly
from three core perspectives, language engineering, domain modeling and tool
support.

5 Limitations and Conclusion

The feature hierarchy can be regarded as a course-grained representation of the
domain. Its comparison results into the ’supported‘, ’semi-supported‘ and ’not
supported‘ options only. In order to turn the comparison into an evaluation
framework, we need to attach a respective weight number for each criterion to
calculate the overall evaluation number of an approach or tool.



We have presented a comparison framework for multi-level modeling based on
a feature hierarchy and compared the relevant approaches and tools to highlight
research challenges. It supports end users in their decisions about multi-level
modeling approaches and tools. To elaborate the comparison into an evaluation,
a multi-level modeling tool contest, for example, in the context of the MULTI
workshop [6] could provide an interesting environment for such an evaluation.
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Approach Tools 2. Lang. eng. 3 4 Domain modeling 5 Tool support 6

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 4.1 Mod. patterns 4.2 4.3 4.4 Add. m. 4.5 4.6 Deep 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 Verif

2.3.1 4.1.2 4.1.3 4.1.4 4.1.5 4.4.1 4.4.2 4.4.3 4.6.1 4.6.2 5.3.1 5.3.2 5.5.1 5.5.2 5.5.3

Telos [27] Telos D MA L T Conceptbase JRE N S F

VODAK [20] VODAK D ∼ L T VODAK ∼ N A F

OCA [7] Melanee D MA S M M2 VT EMF JRE O S F

SKIF [18] SKIF A MA S N/A T SKIF First-order N S F

Materialization [12] Metaclass
impl

∼ MA S N/A T ∼ ∼ F

VPM [36] VIATRA D MA L 2M V UML Prolog,XSB N S F

VMTS [26] VMTS A MA S N/A T C# .NET O S F

Powertype [17] MA L

DeepJava [22] DeepJava A MA S M T Polyglot, javac JRE F

Nivel [2] Nivel A A S M M2 T Nivel WCRL N M F

Aschauer et al. [1] Traversal al-
gorithm

D A L N/A M T Algorithm

M-Objects [28] M-SQL A MA S M T M-SQL SQL O S F

Deep meta-modeling [34] MetaDepth D MA S SM 2M T MetaDepth JRE O S FQ

OMME [37] OMME A MA S N/A V EMF/Ecore JRE

XLM [13] XLM A MA S N/A VT EMF JRE O S F

DPF [23] DPF work-
bench

A MA S M V EMF JRE O S F

DDI [29] Conceptbase A MA L M T ConceptBase JRE N S FQ

DesignSpace [14] Model Ana-
lyzer

A MA S M VT RSM,EMF JRE O S F

MLT [10] D MA L N/A

OMLM [19] OMLM,
MULLER

A A S SM 2M T Flora-2 XSB N A FQ

DDM [32] DDM A A L SM T Flora-2 XSB N A F

Features: - supported, - semi-supported, empty - not supported. ∼ - unknown. N/A - not applicable.
Language engineering: 2.2 (D)efined,(A)dapted. 2.3 (M)ethod,(A)ttribute.
Domain modeling: 4.2 (S)trict, (L)oose. 4.6.1 (S)ingle, (M)ulti-potency.
Tool Support: 5.1 2M - two-level to multi-level, M2 - the opposite. 5.2 (T)extual, (V)isual. 5.5.1 (O)CL, (N)on-OCL. 5.5.2 Single & All levels. 5.5.3 (F)unctional & (Q)uality
properties.

Table 1: Comparison of multi-level modeling approaches and tools.
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